SPRING 2021 ROTATION TALKS

Join us on Zoom Friday June 11th at 3:00 P.M.
Join here: https://beav.es/3Tj

Cat Hoang Vesely
Barbar Lab
Multivalency Features of LC8 Interactions with Ebola Virus and Nuclear pore Proteins

Sanjay Ramprasad
Nyarko Lab
Localization of Hippo-signaling complexes in Hek293 cells

Jun Yang
Franco Lab
Nitrated Hsp90 in 3D Triple-Negative Breast Cancer Cells

Felisha Imholt
Cooley Lab
14-3-3 Crystals and their Bad Company

Monica Vidal-Franco
Franco Lab
Exploring nitrated Hsp90 gain of function

Accommodations for disabilities may be made by contacting tony.reyna@oregonstate.edu